
   

 

 

 
 

INFORMATIONAL BRIEF FOR JOURNALISTS 
TRANSDNIESTRIAN CONFLICT. HISTORY AND NATURE 

 
 

 

The phenomenon known as the „Transdniestrian conflict” is a conflict between the project of state 
building of the Republic of Moldova within the borders of the Moldovan Soviet Socialist Republic and 
the neo-imperial interests of the Russian Federation. 

 

 

To understand the core of „Transdniestrian conflict”, it is necessary to know, critically analyze and 
formulate rational personal attitudes and arguments with regard to certain historic events and periods: 

- 16 May 1812 : the Ottoman Empire conceded the territory between Prut and Dniester 
(Bessarabia) to the Russian Empire; 

- 1812-1918 : the policy promoted by the Russian Empire in Bessarabia; 
- 27 March 1918 : union between Bessarabia and Romania; 
- 1918-1940 : the policy promoted by Romania in Bessarabia; 
- 23 August 1939 : Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact; 
- 28 June 1940 :  USSR takes control of Bessarabia; 
- 1940-1991: the policy promoted by USSR with regard to the Moldovan Soviet Socialist 

Republic. 
 

The opposed views concerning the above-mentioned events and periods (this is not a comprehensive 
list) in the last years of the existence of USSR had been transferred over the political processes that led 
to the outburst of the „Transdniestrian conflict”. 

The inhabitants of both banks of the river Dniester still have different views and opinions related to 
certain historical events. It is impossible to speak about strengthening trust and about a common future 
between these people in absence of a rational consensus on the past. The situation becomes even more 
complex because the politicians and political parties from the Republic of Moldova exploit the past to 
mobilize their own voters, thus, splitting the society. Therefore, it is the duty of the civil society and free 
mass-media to establish a consensus within the society.  

 

 

 



   

 

 

The Transdniestrian conflict is a geo-political conflict. After the collapse of USSR, the self-proclaimed 
republic on the left bank of Dniester - “Transdniestrian Moldovan Republic” - became a tool of the 
Russian Federation to control the Republic of Moldova. Meanwhile, the conflict has also generated 
specific economic interests related to the maintenance of the status-quo. 

The Republic of Moldova is a legal successor of the former Moldovan Soviet Socialist Republic (MSSR) – a 
union republic, part of the USSR. In the last years of the USSR, the political class of the MSSR split 
because of two fundamental issues: 

- the nature of the relations between Chisinau and Moscow; 
- the role of Russian and Romanian/Moldovan languages in the public domain. 

 
The political forces that took over the control in Chisinau were in favour of separation from the USSR 
and increase of the role and status of the Romanian language. The soviet public servants from the left 
bank of Dniester (especially the heads of the industrial enterprises), being supported by some influent 
circles in Moscow, established an alternative centre of political power in Tiraspol, which wanted the 
preservation of the USSR and the status of Russian language in the MSSR. 

The draft laws on „The status of state language in the MSSR”, on „The languages spoken on the territory 
of the MSSR” and on „Return of the Moldovan language to the Latin script” were published in March 
1989. Those bills served as an alleged reason for launching an extremely aggressive campaign against 
their enforcement on the left bank of Dniester river. 

A political process to mobilize the collectives of the enterprises started in the industrial centres from the 
left bank of Dniester river. On 11 August 1989, the Joint Council of Labour Collectives (JCLC) was 
constituted in Tiraspol. That political organization played a crucial role in the run of events happening on 
the left bank. JCLC expressed its lack of trust in the central authorities of the MSSR, threatening them 
with strikes. The JCLC had a political request – the status of state language for Russian. On 21 August 
1989, the first three enterprises from Tiraspol went on strike. On 30 August 1989, 179 enterprises from 
Tiraspol, Rybnita and Bender announced that they would go on strike. 

On 31 august 1989, the Supreme Soviet of the MSSR adopted a new linguistic legislation, without taking 
into account the claims of the JCLC. The left bank launched a campaign calling to defy the newly adopted 
linguistic legislation. On 13 September 1989, in the framework of the 12th session of the Tiraspol 
Municipal Soviet, the idea of building a new „autonomous republic” as part of the MSSR that would 
include Bender and Balti was issued. In October 1989, the idea of creating the „DASSR” (Dniester 
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic) started to be intensely disseminated. On 28 January 1990, a 
referendum was organized in Tiraspol and it was decided to: 1) grant the city and its suburbs the status 
of independent territory, with the right to self-funding; 2) take as opportunity the accession to the 
“DASSR”, should it be established. A similar referendum was previously organized in Rybnita. 

Between February and March 1990, the political energy was oriented towards the organization of the 
first democratic elections in the Supreme Soviet of the MSSR. The elections took place on the whole 
territory of the MSSR and ensured a proportionate representation of the population from the Eastern 
districts of MSSR to that body. For a certain time, attention was paid to something else than boycotting 
the linguistic legislation and launching secessionist ideas. This was due to the fact that the majority of 
the deputies elected in the electoral constituency from the left bank of Dniester were not in favour of 
those policies. 



   

 

 

But, the disparity between the decisions adopted by the Supreme Soviet of the MSSR and the policies 
promoted locally, in the eastern districts of the MSSR, on the left bank of Dniester river, grew more 
obvious. In the communities situated on the left bank, after the elections in the local soviets as of 25 
February 1990, the majority of mandates were taken by the representatives of the JCLC and supporters 
of secessionism. On 27 April 1990, the Supreme Soviet of the MSSR adopted the new flag of the Republic 
of Moldova and on 30 April 1990, the municipal councils of Tiraspol and Bender adopted the decision 
not to hoist that flag, but to run up the flag of the USSR. The continuous political polarization generated 
tensions in the society from both banks of the river. Under such circumstances, the deputies of the 
Supreme Soviet in the constituencies on the left bank of Dniester ceased to take part in the works of the 
Supreme Soviet. 

On 23 June 1990, the Supreme Soviet of the MSSR adopted the Declaration of Sovereignty, which did 
not differ from the similar declarations adopted by other union republics. But, the Republic of Moldova 
turned to be more vulnerable in front of the union centre when the processes initiated in the Eastern 
and Southern districts hit on its nationhood. 

On 19 August 1990, the „Gagauz Soviet Socialist Republic as part of the USSR” was proclaimed in 
Comrat, while on 2 September 1990, Tiraspol proclaimed the „Dniester Soviet Socialist Republic as part 
of the USSR”. Those proclamations did not have any legal force because they did not comply with the 
norms foreseen by the USSR Constitution. The Constitution of the USSR stipulated that each union 
republic could retain the right to freely secede from the USSR (art. 72). However, the Constitution of the 
USSR did not foresee the possibility to build new union republics on the territory of already existing 
union republics (art. 78-81). Those „republics” „as part of the USSR” were built as a tool to blackmail the 
Republic of Moldova, since the union centre wanted that MSSR remain in the USSR by signing the new 
version of the Union Treaty. 

The decisions proclaiming the two „republics”  led to competition between the two antagonistic political 
processes. On one side, the Republic of Moldova was attempting to establish real state structures on the 
whole territory of the MSSR, including its eastern districts, on the other side, a violent process was 
initiated in the communities on the left bank to annihilate any political opposition towards the idea of 
separatism and to destroy the fragile state structure of the Republic of Moldova. The leadership of the 
Republic of Moldova was taken by surprise by the run of the events. The attempts to initiate a dialogue 
with the leaders on the left bank were inconsistent and obviously overdue, while the efforts to protect 
the supporters of the territorial integrity of Moldova from Dubasari district resulted in the first victims, 
killed on 2 November 1990 under circumstances which remain unknown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

  „Romanian threat” / Romanophobia  

The soviet regime, attempting to justify the existence of the MSSR and to strengthen the „Moldovan 
socialist nation”, which was different from the Romanian nation and who spoke the „Moldovan 
language”, different from the Romanian language, would substantially promote romanophobia among 
the population of MSSR. That policy turned to be very efficient in the industrial centres on the left bank 
of the river Dniester and among the Russian speaking population.  

The romanophobia factor was exploited at maximum by those in favour of keeping the MSSR in the 
USSR. The collapse of the „iron curtain” between the MSSR and Romania, after the fall of Ceausescu 
regime (December 1989), thrilled certain adepts of the union with Romania and also, induced a wave of 
romanophobia hysteria in the industrial centres on the left bank.  

The union of the right bank of the Republic of Moldova with Romania was speculated by the so-called 
leaders of “Transdniestrian Moldovan Republic” since the beginning of the conflict in order to spread 
fear, suspicions and mistrust among the left bank population. The fear towards the union with Romania 
and the policy of misinformation promoted on the left bak of Nistru strengthens the opponents of the 
re-integration of the Republic of Moldova. 

We shall stress upon the fact that such a plan has never existed, everything being reduced to the slogans 
and emotions of one part of the political forces and citizens. They had the right to, in line with the 
democratic freedoms. Since the beginning of the ‘90s (when the idea was very popular) and until 
present day, not more than 20% of the electorate gave their votes for the Moldovan political parties 
that openly supported or concealed the idea of unification with Romania. 

 

  „Transdniestrian people” 

The eastern districts of the Republic of Moldova witness an authoritarian political regime and a closed 
and censored informational space. The Tiraspol regime took great efforts to present the Republic of 
Moldova as the aggressor and the party accountable for the atrocities that had happened during the 
military phase of the conflict. Fake clichés are used in order to present the Republic of Moldova in a 
negative light - as a “aggressor state” and „a country which shall disappear after the union with 
Romania”, etc. 

The claimed specificity of the „Transdniestrian nation” is based on the Great Russian chauvinism and 
xenophobia (romanophobia). Carrying out similar policies as in the former USSR, Transdniestrian 
leadership promotes the policy aiming at creating a „new historic entity” of the „Transdniestrian 
people”. On the left bank of Dniester river continues the russification and cultivation of the anti-
Romanian Moldovenism. For more than 20 years, the leadership in Tiraspol has been promoting the 
policy of „ethno-cultural genocide” in regard to the students from the schools where the language of 
instruction is “Moldovan based on Cyrillic script”. 

 

 

 



   

 

 

For the Republic of Moldova, the settlement of the Transdniestrian conflict means: 

- the removal of the factors that led to the conflict; 
- the reintegration of the country within the borders of Moldovan Soviet Socialist Republic as of 

1st January 1990. 
 

For the self-proclaimed authorities in Tiraspol, the settlement of the Transdniestrian conflict means: 

- the recognition of the independence of the “Transdniestrian Moldovan Republic”; 
- the removal of „Romanian threat”. 

 

Nowadays, obviously, there is no legal, ethnic or religious justification for the existence of a self-
proclaimed republic on the left bank of Dniester. However, the multiple mistakes made by Chisinau 
authorities, the phenomenon of corruption and the lack of political willingness related to the issue of 
Transdniestrian conflict settlement seriously affect the perspective of re-integration of the Republic of 
Moldova within its internationally recognized borders. 
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